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2 GLYN = First-Class PREMIUM Support

Establishing strong relationships between 
renowned manufacturers and customers for 
more than 35 years

Expertise Extensive product knowledge and system know-how make a difference 
at GLYN. Focused product specialists and application engineers with ex-
perience in development possess a high level of technical expertise.

Support As an expert project partner, we can advise you on all matters relating to 
product selection, development and series production. You don’t just pur-
chase a product from GLYN. We also offer you access to the outstanding 
solution expertise of our experienced technical employees at all times 
during the project. In the face of a constant increase in the complexity of 
electronics, this service enables you to implement your project quickly, 
easily and successfully.

Partner GLYN maintains fair, long-term business relationships with both custom-
ers and selected manufacturers. Long-standing partnerships, good con-
tacts at all levels and the high turnover ranking of our manufacturers 
secure opportunities for you. Become our partner and take advantage of 
our network.

Speed Benefit from streamlined structures, efficient decision-making processes 
and modern, cooperative management methods. Our speed and reliabil-
ity will ensure that you have a decisive edge in your competitive market.
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Industrial Memory Solutions – 
Quality management
Good quality management starts with the manufacturer. 

We take this a step further! 

We track every development on the storage media mar-
ket, so that we can always respond directly to the needs 
of our customers. All suppliers are audited by our spe-
cialists using an SOP (Standard Operating Procedure).  
In the NAND flash media sector, our application team has de-
veloped an additional reliable holistic control process for check-
ing the technical characteristics of different products. New prod-
ucts are only introduced once this process is complete.

Certification according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

Other services you can benefit from
► Strong, reputable manufacturers
► Project support up to the design-in phase
► Wide selection of storage types
► Outstanding availability for extended periods
► Logistics solutions
► Technical support in German

ZERTIFIKAT
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

für das Managementsystem nach

Der Nachweis der regelkonformen Anwendung wurde erbracht 
und wird gemäß TÜV PROFiCERT-Verfahren bescheinigt für

Zertifikat-Registrier-Nr.  73 100 773

Auditbericht-Nr.   4296 8344  Erstzertifizierung 1994-05-02

Zertifikat gültig von 2015-09-29 bis 2018-09-15

Geltungsbereich:

SEITE 1 VON 1. 
Diese Zertifizierung wurde gemäß TÜV PROFiCERT-Verfahren durchgeführt und wird regelmäßig überwacht.  

Die aktuelle Gültigkeit ist nachprüfbar unter www.tuev-club.com. Originalzertifikate enthalten ein aufgeklebtes Hologramm.  
TÜV Technische Überwachung Hessen GmbH, Rüdesheimer Str. 119, D-64285 Darmstadt, Tel. +49 6151/600331   Rev-DE-1301

Darmstadt, 2015-09-29 
Zertifizierungsstelle  des  TÜV Hessen 

– Der Zertifizierungsstellenleiter –D-ZM-14137-01-00

Vertrieb sowie technischen und kaufmännischen SUPPORT  
für High-Tech elektronische Bauelemente, Displays, Systeme und Speichermedien.

GLYN GmbH & Co. KG
Am Wörtzgarten 8

D-65510 Idstein/Taunus



4 Our manufacturers

CYPRESS Semiconductor provides powerful, high-quality solutions in line with its motto “Embed-
ded in Tomorrow”. These solutions have been adapted to today’s most advanced embedded 
systems in automotive, industrial and networking platforms. 

As part of the FUJITSU Group, FUJITSU Electronics Europe GmbH (FEEU) has established 
itself as one of the leading global providers of semiconductor technology and complex electronic 
components. FEEU focuses on the core markets of Automotive, Industrial, Medical & Wellness 
and Communication.

Founded in 1988, ISSI is now a leading technology company that develops and distributes 
high-performance ICs for the key markets of Automotive, Communication, Industrial, Medical and 
PC peripheral devices. Core products include “high speed” and “low power” SRAMs as well as 
“low” and “medium density” DRAMs which are characterised by an exceptionally long product 
lifecycle.

Renesas Electronics Corporation
RENESAS Electronics is the largest global supplier of microcontrollers and a premium provider 
of a wide range of advanced semiconductor solutions (with MCU), “SoC solutions” and analogue 
ICs and power semiconductors. Leaders in the LowPower SRAM sector thanks to innovative  
RENESAS Advanced Technology. This provides the lowest failure rate in the industrial sector.

SILICON MOTION is a pioneer and leading global provider of NAND flash controller solutions. 
SILICON MOTION offers one of the most comprehensive portfolios of controller solutions and 
technology for solid-state storage devices. Core products include controllers for client SSDs all 
over the world, eMMC, flash memory cards, USB sticks and other solid-state storage solutions.
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Distinguishing between memory types
Regardless of whether you are searching for a fast cache memory or a permanent storage solu-
tion for your data, we offer a wide range of volatile and non-volatile storage products.

Volatile memories are characterised by their capacity to retain data only while they are con-
nected to an operating voltage. RAMs (Random Access Memories) are typical representatives of 
this group. We can offer you fast SRAMs and DRAMs with large capacities. Both RAM types are 
available in IC form. DRAMs are also available as ready-made modular solutions in the form of 
conventional working memories.

Non-volatile memories are able to retain information without requiring an operat-
ing voltage. You have the choice of selecting a classic NOR or low power FRAM mem-
ory in IC design. Our product range also includes ready-made NAND flash devices 
and NVSRAM-based devices in a large number of form factors and with different interfaces.

SDRAM ●

DDR - DDR IV ●

Mobile - DRAM ●

SRAM Asynchronous ● ● ●

SRAM Synchronous ● ● ●

nvSRAM ●

Pseudo SRAM ●

SRAM Quad ● ● ●

FRAM ● ●

RFID + FRAM ●

HyperFlash™ / RAM ● ●

Parallel NOR ● ●

Serial NOR ● ●

Serial NAND ● ●

SLC NAND ● ● ●

BENAND™ ●

eMMC™ ● ● ●

FerriSSD® ●
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6 Our manufacturers

ATP Electronics is a leading provider of powerful, high-quality, durable NAND flash and DRAM 
storage modules. With more than twenty years’ experience in the service-based storage product 
sector, ATP is a reliable partner for customers from the Industrial, Automation, Telecommunica-
tions, Medical and Automotive sectors. Extensive technical know-how, high production quality and 
outstanding reliability under difficult conditions are all essential for customers in these sectors.

TOSHIBA invented the first flash memory in 1984, which marked the start of a new era. Today 
TOSHIBA NAND flash memories cover an enormous range of applications in the industrial and 
automotive sectors. They can be found in everyday products and play an important role in the 
Internet of things. The TOSHIBA group continuously monitors all processes to ensure the out-
standing quality of its storage products. One of the largest portfolios on the market includes MLC 
and SLC NANDs, embedded memories, 3D-NAND memories as well as form factors such as M.2, 
SSDs or mSATA products.

Xmore® has been developing flash storage media for industrial use for more than 25 years! As a 
brand of GLYN, Xmore® can call on more than 35 years of storage solution experience! All prod-
ucts are configured in line with strict industrial standards and manufactured according to company 
specifications. Xmore® products have enjoyed success in all industrial sectors and, unlike other 
storage products on the market, allow the configuration of flexible solutions adapted to specific 
customer requirements. Technical support in German for the DACH region provides assistance 
for steadily growing project business.
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SLC aMLC MLC 3D 
NAND SLC pSLC MLC 3D 

NAND MLC 3D 
NAND

SATA interface

SSD 2.5" ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

SlimSATA ● ● ● ●

mSATA ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

CFast ● ● ● ● ● ●

M.2 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

PCIexpress interface

M.2 ● ● ●

PATA interface

Compact flash ● ● ● ●

SD interface

SD card ● ● ● ● ● ●

microSD ● ● ● ● ● ●

USB interface

USB stick ● ● ● ●

eUSB ● ●

Please do not hesitate to contact us:
► DRAM & Flash Memory and Memory ICs
► Tel.: +49 6126 590-350
► E-mail: cards@glyn.de

We adapt solutions 
to meet your needs.
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Memory types

DRAM products ATP Xmore® 

SO DIMM DIMM SO DIMM DIMM

DDR4 ● ● ● ●

DDR3 ● ● ● ●

DDR2 ● ● ● ●

DDR ● ●

SDRAM ● ●

Current as of December 2017
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Norway

GLYN
Sweden
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U.K.
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Germany

GLYN
Poland
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Hungary
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Australia

GLYN
New Zealand

GLYN
Switzerland

Germany Head Offi ce
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG

Am Wörtzgarten 8
65510 Idstein, Germany
www.glyn.com

Tel.: +49 6126 590-222
sales@glyn.de

Nettetal
Tel.: +49 2157 124-222
nettetal@glyn.de

Norderstedt
Tel.: +49 40 3204699-0
norderstedt@glyn.de

Pforzheim
Tel.: +49 7231 42441-00
pforzheim@glyn.de

Unterhaching
Tel.: +49 89 3216 4957-0
unterhaching@glyn.de

Australia
GLYN Ltd.
Tel.: +61 2 8850-0320
www.glyn.com.au
sales@glyn.com.au

Bulgaria
Cooperation Partner
Universal 98 Ltd.
Tel.: +359 2 8708009
www.uni98-bg.com
sales@uni98-bg.com

New Zealand
GLYN Ltd.
Tel.: +64 9 441-9050
www.glyn.co.nz
sales@glyn.co.nz

Sweden
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +46 293 300-84
www.glyn.se
sales@glyn.se

Austria & Czech Republic
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)

Tel.: +43 2236 311112-0
www.glyn.at
sales@glyn.at

Denmark
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +45 7020 1633
www.glyn-nordic.dk
sales@glyn-nordic.dk

Norway
Link Nordic AS
Tel.: +47 6988-9899
www.linknordic.com
sales@linknordic.com

Switzerland

GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
Zweigniederlassung 

CH-8133 Esslingen / Egg
Tel.: +41 44 944 55-00
www.glyn.ch
sales@glyn.ch

Benelux
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +31 6 10930497
www.glyn.com
benelux@glyn.com

Hungary
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +36 1 204 9571
www.glyn.hu
sales@glyn.hu

Poland
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +48 71 7828-758
www.glyn.pl
sales@glyn.pl

U.K.
Cooperation Partner
First Byte Micro Ltd.
U.K. Head Offi ce
Tel.: +44 1277 634200
www.fi rstbytemicro.com
sales@fi rstbytemicro.com

International GLYN network

© 2017-12 by GLYN GmbH & Co. KG

Note! This overview only presents a limited selection from our product range.
In some European countries, special or restrictive agreements have been 
arranged with various manufacturers.


